Checklist for Registering Historic Vehicles

Historic Vehicles




These are vehicles that are as near to “as built” as possible, with allowable minor period
correct changes within the “Allowable Vehicle Standards from the RMS”.
The vehicle must be 30 years or older.
The applicant must be a financial member of an approved Car club.

To register the vehicle













If the car is already registered, either within our club or from another club or on full
registration, a pink slip needs to be sourced from an approved provider.
If the car is purchased from interstate or is unregistered, a blue slip needs to be sourced
from an approved provider.
The applicant needs to fill out the left-hand side of the Historic Vehicle Declaration form,
parts 1 and 2. Form 1259
The safety inspection number (located on the blue or pink slip) needs to be placed in part 3
along with the date that the inspection was carried out.
The vehicle needs to be presented to the nominated club Plate Registrar for viewing, to
confirm the vehicle fits the criteria for Historic Registration and assist to fill the forms out
correctly. Photos of the vehicle will be taken at this time by the Plate Registrar - front, rear
and engine bay for filing.
The nominated club Plate Registrar will fill out Part 4, stating that the person is a financial
member of our club, and the vehicle fits the eligibility for the Historic scheme. A club stamp
will be affixed in the box in the bottom right-hand corner of the declaration.
The member will then complete and sign the “Club Member Vehicle Declaration Form”
declaring the information stated on the form is true and correct, and will leave with the Plate
Registrar for filing purposes. Found on club Web site - "Club Matters"
The applicant shall take the Historic Vehicle Declaration Form and the Registration papers
along with the pink/blue slip to the RMS for processing.
When the applicant receives the new number plate, please advise the Club Registrar for
our records, (new registrations only).

